Writing in Creative Practice: Thinking through Writing and Making

Staffordshire University, Leek Road Campus, Stoke-on-Trent
Ashley Building, Room LT010
On 29th March 2012

10.00 registration and refreshments with mini Pop Up Art School
10.30 welcome and introduction to reflective book making
10.50 Thinking through Writing – a workshop with Pat Francis exploring voices through different writing styles
12.30 lunch and time for work on individual books
13.15 Thinking through Making – a workshop/presentation with Sarah Williamson using collage as a reflective tool
14.30 Tactile Academia - Linking Writing and Making – a show and tell on ways of visualising academic research through making projects by Alke Gröppel-Wegener
15.00 refreshments
15.15 Discussion with show and tell
16.00 end

As this is conceived as a hands-on day with lots of activities, this programme is only a guideline. Workshop materials will be provided.

http://www.staffs.ac.uk/faculties/art_and_design/news_and_events/thinking-through-writing-making.jsp

Please direct all questions to Alke Gröppel-Wegener (a.c.groppel-wegener@staffs.ac.uk)